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The United Nations: Structure & Functions Of An International Organisation
2004

the united nations a very short introduction engages the current debate over the united nation s effectiveness and explains how
it was originally conceived how it has come to its present form and how it must confront new challenges in a rapidly changing
world in what ways has the un succeeded and failed as a guardian of international peace and security as a promoter of human
rights protector of international law and engineer of socio economic development

The United Nations
2015

this volume contains the full text of the united nations charter and the statute of the international court of justice as well
as related historical documents they are accompanied by ten original essays on the charter and its legacy by distinguished
scholars and former high level un officials the commentaries illuminate the early and ongoing roles of the united nations in
responding to international crises debates about the un s architecture and its reform and its role in global governance climate
change peacekeeping and development a concise and accessible introduction to the un for students this collection also offers
important new scholarship that will be of interest to experts

Charter of the United Nations
2014-04-28

everything you always wanted to know about the united nations in one book this primer to the united nations is designed for all
global citizens it covers the history of the un what it does and how it does it as the world s only truly global organization
the united nations is where countries meet to address universal issues that cannot be resolved by any one of them acting alone
from international peace and security to sustainable development climate change human rights and humanitarian action the united
nations acts on our behalf around the world
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Telling the UN Story
1963

an accessible introduction to the politics and processes of the united nations tracing the evolution of the organization from
its founding to the present debates about reform

The Essential UN.
2018

the united nations general assembly is arguably the most important discussion forum for global politics this volume examines
the history organization and politics of the institution and assesses its future prospects

UN in Brief (United Nations).
1976

this comprehensive handbook designed for the general public explains the structure of the united nations how the organization
works the main issues it addresses and its importance for people everywhere in addition to setting out the various roles played
by principle un organs and related organizations basic facts about the united nations documents the organization s
contributions to international peace and security economic and social development human rights humanitarian action
international law and decolonization appendices contain current data on un membership and peacekeeping operations as well as
contact information for un information centers services and offices this latest edition published in 2017 has been revised to
take account of significant developments in the world and the organization itself since 2014

The United Nations
2004

termed the indispensable source on the united nations by joseph s nye of harvard s kennedy school of government this book is
now fully revised and updated to include new material on fragile states r2p responsibility to protect recent security council
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issues such as the revolts in libya and syria and a greatly expanded section on understanding and participating in a model un
this easily readable overview of the main activities of the united nations system provides the reader with an appreciation of
its complexity and of its many programs and agencies james s sutterlin author ofthe united nations and the maintenance of
international security distinguished fellow in un studies yale university with highly readable and journalistic clarity the
author leads readers through the complex organizational structure of the united nations her concise and entertaining narrative
sheds light on its mission evolution and controversies jackie gropman and susan woodcock school library journal

The UN General Assembly
2006

global problems require global solutions the united nations as presently constituted however is incapable of addressing many
global problems effectively one nation one vote decisionmaking in most un agencies fails to reflect the distribution of power
in the world at large while the allocation of power in the security council is both unfair and anachronistic hence nations are
reluctant to endow the united nations with the authority and the resources it needs extensive reform is essential this analysis
is rooted in the proposition that the design of decisionmaking systems greatly affects their legitimacy and effectiveness
joseph schwartzberg proposes numerous systemic improvements to the un system largely through weighted voting formulas that
balance the needs of shareholders and stakeholders in diverse agencies it indicates ways in which the interests of regions can
supplement those of nations while voices of nongovernmental organizations and ordinary citizens can also be heard in numerous
contexts it promotes meritocracy and gender equity the book s aim is not to create an unrealistic utopia but rather to
establish a workable world in which the force of law supplants the law of force a world committed to justice and continuous yet
sustainable development the author argues that given the many existential threats now confronting our planet the time frame for
decisive action is short the task is daunting and success is not guaranteed but in view of the urgency of our situation we can
find ways of mustering the will imagination and resources to do the job

Basic Facts About the United Nations
2017-05-26

this is a definitive account of the united nations for a general audience told by a master jim hoagland the washington post
united nations a history begins with its creation in 1945 although the organization was created to prevent war many conflicts
have arisen ranging from the korean war to the six day war to genocide in bosnia and rwanda stanley meisler s in depth research
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examines the crises and many key political leaders in this second edition meisler brings his popular history up to date with
accounts of the power struggles of the last fifteen years specifically spotlighting the terms of secretaries general boutros
boutros ghali kofi annan and ban ki moon this is an important riveting and impartial guide through the past and recent events
of the sixty five year history of the united nations balanced and insightful this book is a must for anyone who wants to
understand where the u n has been and more importantly how we might best use its potential for the future thomas r pickering
former us ambassador to the un

An Insider's Guide to the UN
2015-01-01

fifty years after the creation of the united nations there exists a vigorous debate as to its limitations and possibilities in
united nations in the contemporary world david j whittaker examines how the un works and assesses its position as a world
organisation the author explores the nature of the un as a regime in contemporary international relations he considers the
changing terms of reference of the un and includes discussion of un organisational procedures and principles recent historical
case studies including studies on peacekeeping the role of the un in global urbanisation arms control and in supplying aid for
refugees past and future internal reform goals achievements with an annotated bibliography and a helpful glossary united
nations in the contemporary world provides an interdisciplinary history of the un and debates the key issues for its future
david j whittaker gives a cogent analysis of how the un addresses today s world problems and how it can adapt for the future

Transforming the United Nations System
2016-09-02

the role of the united nations in collective security has been evolving since its inception in 1945 this book explores
collective security as practiced within the legal framework provided by the united nations charter with a particular focus upon
activity undertaken under the auspices of the un security council the body conferred by the charter with the primary
responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security although the book is primarily grounded in international
law where appropriate it also draws upon relevant political insights in order to present a clear picture of the un collective
security system in operation and the factors which impact upon the way in which it functions offering a comprehensive analysis
it considers the full range of measures which can be utilised by the un in the performance of its collective security remit
including military enforcement action peacekeeping non military sanctions and diplomacy the book considers each of these
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measures in detail assessing the legal framework applicable to the form of action the main legal controversies which arise in
respect of their appropriate utilisation and the un s use of this collective security tool in practice the book draws
conclusions about the main strengths and shortcomings of the various means through which the un can attempt to prevent minimise
or end conflict

United Nations
2011-11-11

social studies

United Nations in the Contemporary World
2006-04-07

this fully up dated third revised edition of conforti s thought provoking and challenging textbook the law and practice of the
united nations provides a comprehensive legal analysis of problems concerning membership the structure of un organs their
functions and their acts taking into consideration the text of the charter its historical origins and particularly the practice
of the organs its main focus is on the practice of the security council in particular the action of the security council under
chapter vii has been taken into account the legal literature on chapter vii a literature which has grown enormously in recent
times has also been considered the fact that the legal aspects of the action or the inaction of the security council have been
discussed to an unusually large extent by ordinary people at the time of the war against iraq and even later is worth noting
the importance of the role of the united nations and the content of the rules governing it has become a leitmotiv of all
debates on international politics consequently the opinion often held in the past according to which it was useless to deal
with the legal aspects of the united nations activity can be considered as obsolete

The United Nations and Collective Security
2014-02-03

for the first time in human history the world consists of theoretically equal sovereign states most of which belong to one
world organization the united nations and subscribe to a single set of principles those of its charter yet the u n has
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conspicuously failed to solve problems of armaments war division inequality and dictatorship an authoritative assessment this
book brings together distinguished academics and senior u n officials including the secretary general in a sympathetic yet
critical account of the u n s role in international relations since 1945

This is the United Nations
1968

the essays in this volume provide a comparative study of national policies towards the united nations eight cases have been
selected algeria canada france japan the netherlands nigeria the united kingdom and the united states each case study details a
government s historical position on the united nations its past present and possible future expectations of the organization
and un related issues of special interest and the circumstances behind them

The Law And Practice Of The United Nations
2005

seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject politics international politics topic international organisations grade 90 lmu
munich course introduction to international politics language english abstract the now dissolved league of nations was replaced
when the united nations charter came into effect on october 24 in 1945 five permanent member states signed onto the security
council china france the soviet union the united kingdom and the united states their collective influence empowered the
organization and gave it the legitimacy that the league of nations lacked the un flowered thereafter as it became a catalyst
for change in response to humanitarian crises and the propensity of war social services developed around the world thanks to
the organization and conflict resolution became a key facet of the intergovernmental agency the united nations in its current
state is subject to much scrutiny despite its strength in its work in protecting and serving the needs of humanity and
functioning as mediatory power for international conflict resolution the un does falter as a world government as it heralds
little hegemony and is ineffective at being a progressive power

United Nations, Divided World
1988
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monograph suggesting a strategy for the role of usa and allied nations in sustaining the authority and capacity of the un
system surveys present inadequacies of international organization as an institutional framework for managing future
international relations and diplomacy explores the role of developing countries and of diverse interest groups and recommends
ad hoc coalitions of the like minded as a device for improving the standard of international behaviour

The United Nations System
1995

the united nations has been called everything from the best hope of mankind to irrelevant and obsolete with this much needed
introduction to the un jussi hanhim ki engages the current debate over the organizations effectiveness as he provides a clear
understanding of how it was originally conceived how it has come to its present form and how it must confront new challenges in
a rapidly changing world after a brief history of the united nations and its predecessor the league of nations the author
examines the un s successes and failures as a guardian of international peace and security as a promoter of human rights as a
protector of international law and as an engineer of socio economic development hanhim ki stresses that the un s greatest
problem has been the impossibly wide gap between its ambitions and capabilities in the area of international security for
instance the un has to settle conflicts be they between or within states without offending the national sovereignty of its
member states and without being sidelined by strong countries as happened in the 2003 intervention of iraq hanhim ki also
provides a clear accounting of the un and its various arms and organizations such as unesco and unicef and he offers a critical
overview of how effective it has been in the recent crises in rwanda and the former yugoslavia for example and how likely it is
to meet its overall goals in the future the united nations hanhim ki concludes is an indispensable organization that has made
the world a better place but it is also a deeply flawed institution in need of constant reform about the series oxford s very
short introductions series offers concise and original introductions to a wide range of subjects from islam to sociology
politics to classics literary theory to history and archaeology to the bible not simply a textbook of definitions each volume
in this series provides trenchant and provocative yet always balanced and complete discussions of the central issues in a given
discipline or field every very short introduction gives a readable evolution of the subject in question demonstrating how the
subject has developed and how it has influenced society eventually the series will encompass every major academic discipline
offering all students an accessible and abundant reference library whatever the area of study that one deems important or
appealing whatever the topic that fascinates the general reader the very short introductions series has a handy and affordable
guide that will likely prove indispensable
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Strengths and Weaknesses of the United Nations
2011-07

the united nations in the 21st century sixth edition provides a comprehensive yet accessible introduction to the un it explores
the historical institutional and theoretical foundations of the un as well as major global trends and challenges facing the
organization today including changing major power dynamics new threats to peace and security the migration and refugee crises
the covid 19 pandemic and the existential challenges of climate change and sustainability thoroughly revised and expanded it
contains two new chapters on the un and the environment and on human security including issues of health food security global
migration and human trafficking there is enhanced analysis of theoretical perspectives on post colonialism feminist theory
constructivism and non western views new content has also been added on the un s budget crisis public private partnerships and
the role of women in the organization by examining the un as an intergovernmental organization facing the broader need for
global cooperation to address economic social and environmental interdependencies alongside the threats posed by rising
nationalism and populism this popular text is the perfect reference for all students and practitioners of international
organizations global governance and international relations

Renewing the United Nations System
1999-09

this book is designed to provide a framework for understanding contemporary united nations un human rights machinery

Basic facts about the United Nations
1977

with a fresh look at challenges to the un in syria iran russia and elsewhere the second edition of this successful text
highlights new international trends toward global governance holistic democracy and human development and progress on
peacebuilding and counterterrorism a comprehensive guide to the world body s institutions procedures policies specialized
agencies historic personalities initiatives and involvement in world affairs the new united nations is organized thematically
blending both topical and chronological explanations making reference to current scholarly terms and theories new to this
edition fully updated chapters and a new introduction including discussion of the paris climate change agreement human rights
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council and peacebuilding commission new sections on special rapporteurs and special procedures the theory and practice of
neoliberalism the un s endorsement of the responsibility to protect and contact groups unique special section on the student
model united nations experience coverage of the un s fifteen year assessment of the millennium development goals and the
consequent approval of the sustainable development goals and eresources with supportive materials and documents

A Guide to the Use of United Nations Documents, Including Reference to the
Specialized Agencies and Special U.N. Bodies
1962

engaging the united nations is an accessible introduction to the un and a guide to prepare for a model un simulation each
chapter is introduced by a comic that relates the parallel stories of two young women one a refugee on the receiving end of
international institutions and the other a recent college graduate whose work shows the bureaucratic side of the un each
chapter has three sections content which discusses theory history and facts like a standard textbook skills which focuses on
the essential skills of research writing effective communication and diplomacy needed to excel as a delegate to a model un
conference and exercises which explores these skills in a classroom setting the plight of refugees is central to the narrative
of the comic portion of the text and a portion of the proceeds of this book will be given to refugee assistance efforts

The Future of the UN
1977

this key resource for anyone interested in the united nations global issues or world politics provides accessible and
comprehensive coverage of the history growth and development of ideas and institutions governing the globe the united nations
has been an essential actor in world politics for 75 years its entities have eliminated smallpox protected the ozone layer
promoted arms control and helped to save the lives of over 90 million children yet it is frequently criticized as ineffective
and antiquated this book provides a balanced and systematic overview of the un s contributions and challenges highlighting
areas where it plays an essential role in global governance as well as areas of redundancy and needed reform this book provides
readers with a clear well organized reference resource to the entire un system its principal organs specialized agencies
programs and funds and key issues of engagement through individual entries it examines the history of un engagement ranging
from peace and security to migration and climate change it moves beyond a simple description of un entities as it assesses the
development of ideas such as that of sustainable development as well as responses to changes in world politics finally it
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presents both the significant successes of un work and continued challenges

The United Nations: A Very Short Introduction
2008-10-28

what does the future hold for the un in this book twenty two scholars from all continents contribute twelve chapters that cover
prevention of violence creating economic and social structures that sustain human fulfilment sharing and protecting the commons
and peace education the search for future potential based on experience in these twelve laboratories leads to sixty six
recommendations for new institutions and programs on issues that include controlling weapons humanitarian intervention
collaboration between un peacekeepers and ngos human rights economic policies advancement of women refugees ecological security
communications and peace education these recommendations are brought together in a concluding chapter and summarized in the
appendix most of the recommendations do not require amendments to the un charter or to the treaties establishing the un
specialized agencies instead their implementation would require creative efforts of member states secretariats ngos and
dedicated individuals that are pointed toward attainment of multilateral capacity for coping with an array of global problems
that increasingly threaten the quality of human life this is stimultaing reading for anyone who wants to be challenged to think
creatively about the potential for coping with a growing array of global problems

The United Nations in the 21st Century
2022-03-31

this is a clear survey of the role played by the united nations in the major political crises of the post war world in covering
its high profile peace keeping role its support of new nations and its involvement in new initiatives such as famine relief and
drug control the author presents an introduction to the un in action

Basic Facts about the United Nations
1987

this handbook provides in one volume an authoritative and independent treatment of the un s seventy year history written by an
international cast of more than 50 distinguished scholars analysts and practitioners it provides a clear and penetrating
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examination of the un s development since 1945 and the challenges and opportunities now facing the organization it assesses the
implications for the un of rapid changes in the world from technological innovation to shifting foreign policy priorities and
the un s future place in a changing multilateral landscape citations and additional readings contain a wealth of primary and
secondary references to the history politics and law of the world organization this key reference also contains appendices of
the un charter the statute of the international court of justice and the universal declaration of human rights

The United Nations and Human Rights
2005

this english edition of the german lexikon der vereinten nationen provides concise and comprehensive information not only about
the structure of the un system its goals and functions but about recent developments and reform efforts in the face of global
opportunities and challenges the contributing authors are academic scholars of international law economics and political
sciences active and former diplomats and un officials journalists and members of non governmental organizations ngos and offer
a variety of interesting perspectives the entries are provided with internet addresses for further information and are
supplemented in the annex with a trilingual list english french german of the most important institutions and items of the
official terminology and a list of information facilities concerning the un readership scholars and students of international
law international economics and political sciences teachers journalists diplomats and politicians in the parliaments of the un
member states this new encyclopedia on the united nations is a welcome addition to the works of academic research and political
analysis covering the organization its complex goals in the post cold war era and its ever broader role in the new millennium
while taking stock of more than half a century s achievements and setbacks the encyclopedia also reflects the many ways in
which the united nations touches the lives of people everywhere from the preface by un secretary general kofi annan

The New United Nations
2017-03-16

model united nations mun simulations are popular exercises for those interested in learning more about the united nations many
of today s leaders in law government business humanities and the arts participated in such simulations as students this book
offers practical guidance and information on how to organize and participate in muns that simulate the way the un actually
works this accessibly written guide will serve as a useful tool to students as well as to the teachers and coaches who are
helping to create tomorrow s world leaders today
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Engaging the United Nations
2017-05-01

in january 2020 the united nations launched the global consultation to mark its 75th anniversary through surveys and dialogues
it asked people about their hopes and fears for the future representing the un s most ambitious effort to date to understand
expectations of international cooperation and of the un in particular it is also the largest survey to date on priorities for
recovering from the covid 19 coronavirus covid pandemic by september 2020 over a million people from all countries and all
walks of life had taken part their answers provide unique insights into what the public wants at this challenging time the key
findings are contained in this publication

The United Nations
1988

the third un is the ecology of supportive non state actors intellectuals scholars consultants think tanks ngos the for profit
private sector and the media that interacts with the intergovernmental machinery of the first un member states and the second
un staff members of international secretariats to formulate and refine ideas and decision making at key junctures in policy
processes some advocate for particular ideas others help analyze or operationalize their testing and implementation many thus
help the un think while think tanks knowledge brokers and epistemic communities are phenomena that have entered both the
academic and policy lexicons their intellectual role remains marginal to analyses of such intergovernmental organizations as
the united nations

The United Nations
2020-09-08

The Future of the United Nations System
1998
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The United Nations In Action
2002-11-01

The Oxford Handbook on the United Nations
2018-06-28

A Concise Encyclopedia of the United Nations
2021-12-28

The United Nations Guide to Model Un
2020-09-02

Engaging the United Nations, 2e
2019-08

UN75 - The Future We Want, the United Nations We Need
2020-11-09
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The Voting Procedure in the United Nations Security Council
1991

The "Third" United Nations
2021-02-04
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